
Sounds and smells
 

The smell of fire
The song of a bird
The quietest sound you can hear
A sound made by something you
can't see

                 

Creatures
A squirrel on a mission
A pet in a window
An ant (bonus points if you narrate
its thoughts for a bit)
A creature you have something in
common with (like your hair color
or your spunky personality)

              

People
 

A person who waves back at you
A person on a bike or scooter
A person with a trait that reminds
you of someone you love  
A person wearing the same color 
 or pattern as you
 

       
        

Neighborhood
 

A little free library (bonus points if
 you spy a book you've read before)
A trampoline or basketball hoop
Something tiny-sized 
(i.e. fairy garden or squirrel bench)
Use the name of a street you're on,
casually, in a sentence or in a song.

   

Nature
 

A flower of each color of the rainbow
A body of water (Bonus points if it is
a puddle or fountain and you
pretend you are going for a swim)
A 3 or 5 leaf clover (Bonus = both!)
A painted rock or stacked rocks

               

Hidden Hearts
 

The tiniest heart you see
A hanging heart
A heart in a yard
The largest number of hearts you
see on one house
 

                

Adjectives 
 

Something strong
Something flexible
Something surprising
Something rhyme-y :) 
(Find two objects that rhyme with
each other (like a cat and a hat)

Shapes
 

A pothole, divot, or patch of dirt
that looks like a dinosaur footprint
A cloud shaped like an animal 
An everyday object shaped like a 
An everyday object shaped like an 

What is an adjective that
describes you or someone 
you are walking with?

What is a sound or aroma
that makes you smile?

Buildings
 

A tree house
A clever or fancy schmancy mailbox
A house with 7 windows on one side
A house or building you've been
inside.

                 
If you could build anything for
your neighborhood, what 
would it be?

Make the shape of a ♥ with your
shadow, or act like it is refusing to
socially distance from you.

the hunt

Try to make a shape with your
body- or with all your bodies
put together!

You can play hunt-lite style and try to find one item from each box OR you can play hunt-master style and try to find every item
over the course of the week!

What is your favorite
part of your neighborhood?

Tune your eyes and ears to the hidden sights, sounds, & heart of the neighborhood!

Act like one of the creatures you
found today!

Leave the shape of a ♥ on 
your journey somewhere (made
with chalk, rocks, dandelions?)

Stack some rocks as high as
you can stack them.
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